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Global

Turning to tech could
help supply chain face
future disruption
COVID-19 will fast track a completely different
ecosystem of transport, dramatically accelerating the industries’ investment into freight
tech companies, autonomous vehicles and
cargo drones, expert Paul Cuatrecasas has
explained.
While companies have already been
investing in these areas in recent years, the
disruption could lead to autonomous vehicles
and cargo drones transporting a larger share
of freight in the near future as businesses
look to localise supply chains.
Cuatrecasas, CEO of investment banking
firm Aquaa Partners and author of Go Tech
or Go Extinct, added: “It’s where we were
going a year ago, but we’re just going to
go there a lot faster because we’re going
to have greater investment and attention in
these sectors.”
In the aftermath of the disruption, he expects
a rise in goods being 3D printed nearby to the
market while food (cultured meat and fish) will
be grown in labs instead of being shipped.
This will lead to further use of drones and
the industry will see a trickle-down effect
from consumer drones like those used by
Amazon and Waymo to more cargo drone
companies emerging.
E-commerce’s share of total commerce is

expected to rise from 14% to 60% in 2030
which will drive the development of cargo
drones further.
Some companies are already in the early
stage of development and have launched
test flights such as California-based company
Natilus’ planned test later in 2020.
Its test flight will consist of a 30 ft prototype
with a 60 m long wingspan carrying 700
pounds of cargo between Los Angeles and
Hawaii.
Though Cuatrecasas does not believe that
drones will replace shipping in its entirety, with
the share of goods handled by ships going
down to 50% compared to today’s approximately 90%.
He said: “It’ll continue but it’s going to be
disrupted and this COVID-19 shock is like a
shot in the arm to technology companies
which will now see greater interest, probably
in the next six months or a year because
the financial markets are crashing and will
continue to be under great distress this year.”
Even a 10% or 20% reduction over time
could be a hit to the shipping industry, which
is already suffering from a cash flow and profit
perspective – as seen with Maersk – and has
been under pressure for many years.
The most effective way for shipping to adjust
to this new era, according to Cuatrecasas, is
to find the right technology companies that
fit and to not just partner with them but to
make a significant investment in them or a
joint-venture or acquisition.
“The challenge these companies have doing
it in-house is they really don’t know how to
do something that different than what they’ve

done before,” he explained.
“Unless there’s an external catalyst, which
is the acquisition or investment in the right
company, you don’t have the large organisation changing in the way that it needs to
change.”
Additionally, there will be a greater investment
into autonomous transport which has already
been prevalent in the industry over the past
few years – especially automation.
Cuatrecasas said: “There has been
investment into autonomous shipping and
autonomous ships both from a start-up and
established company perspective and the
Royal Navy is also partnering with tech accelerators for autonomous shipping.
“We’re certainly going to see more on
that and not just because it doesn’t involve
humans and because it’s cheaper or more
efficient, the nature of autonomous activities is
one that can solve many problems and
frankly deal with resilience.”

Paul Cuatrecasas

Ports & Terminals
Egypt

PSCCHC signs
agreement to operate,
market and manage dry
port near Cairo
Port Said Container and Cargo Handling
Company (PSCCHC) has signed an
agreement with International Group for
Logistics Services for the operation, marketing
and management of a dry port in the city of
10th of Ramadan.
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PSCCHC, in the framework of the A.R.E
plan to expand construction of dry ports
and logistics areas due to their economic
importance, aims to maximise the port
potentials and capabilities and optimise its
location between industrial cities.
The agreement, signed between the
chairman and CEO of PSCCHC and Mohamed
Fouda, chairman of International Group for
Logistics Services, was finalised after several
mutual negotiations and discussions.
PSCCHC also owns the first dry port
established in Arab Republic of Egypt, which
has served exporters and investors for more
than 20 years.

The chairman and CEO of PSCCHC signed
the agreement with Mohamed Fouda

Haifa Port

Israel

Attracting more cruise
vessels is the next step for
Haifa Port, businessman
says
Haifa Port, which has recently been approved
by the Israeli government for privatisation, has
great potential to expand its cruise volume
according to businessman Eli Tilles.
Tilles, who has significant experience in
ports and shipping, explained that before the
COVID-19 pandemic the port was seeing a
significant increase in its cruise calls.
He said: “When the world returns to normal
after this pandemic, it would be best to focus
on cruises calling to Haifa because Israel has
Jerusalem, the Sea of Galilee and so on so all
of the big cruise companies like Carnival and
Royal Caribbean are coming here.”
Meanwhile, the port’s cargo operations are
already quite full, varied and up-to-date and
Haifa is already quite profitable in that sector.
Tilles said: “To increase the cargo quantity is
quite difficult with general cargo and containers
because the Israeli economy doesn’t grow so
fast, only a few percent yearly.”
The businessman is one of many vying for
the privatisation tender of Haifa Port, approved
in January 2020, which requires a minimum
investment of US$290m by the winning bidder.
It has been speculated that it will attract
Chinese interest, especially since Shanghai
International Port Group (SIPG) will take over
operations of Haifa’s Bay Port terminal in 2021
for a concession of 25 years.
However, the Israeli government has decided
that no company owned by any government
will be allowed to bid in the privatisation tender
of Haifa Port.
Tilles previously led the winning group that

privatised Eilat Port, where he was able to
reduce the minimum tender fee from ILS185m
(US$50.8m) to ILS105m (US$20.8m).
He is now in the midst of building a
consortium consisting of his own company
with Israeli investors, an international company
that owns cargo ports and a company which
operates passenger terminals.
Tilles has already chosen the passenger
terminal company and is in talks with several
leading cargo terminal companies although he
is still open to hear from other companies.

Germany

Building application
for trimodal container
terminal at duisport
submitted
Duisport has submitted a building application for
the trimodal container terminal at logport VI as
part of its continued development of the facility.

The facility is an integral part of new logistics
concepts formed by duisport, its customers
and its partners wherein the primary goal is
to reduce truck traffic and offer permanent alternatives particularly for ship and rail cargo.
Construction will include an internal access
road for logport VI on top of the rail/water/road
container terminal.
Additionally, complicated repair work to the
rail connection between Oberhausen-West and
the improvement of the water infrastructure for
the new terminal in Walsum will be completed.
Duisburger Infrastruckturgesellschaft (DIG),
the joint infrastructure company of the city of
Duisburg and duisport, will complete the site
development process for the second building
section of the Walsum link road.
As the main shareholder of DIG, the city will
formally award the planning contract for the
second building section.
duisport has already rendered many
preliminary planning services to ensure the
construction of the link road until the planned
completion date in 2024.
DIG will also look after the construction of
the first building section on behalf of Duisburg,
allowing the city and duisport to establish a
joint basis for quickly connecting logport VI to
the transportation system.
Erich Staake, CEO of Duisburger Hafen, said:
“We are certain that these solutions, which were
developed jointly with the city, will lead to a real
reduction in road traffic.”
This new concept will allow Duisburger Hafen
to provide its customers with modern infrastructure with a main focus on the alternative water
and rail transportation channels.
Lord Mayor Sören Link said: “The reactivation
of the railway bed, the optimised dock facilities
and the start of the bypass road, which has
been discussed for years, are an important and
positive signal for the cooperative approach
taken by duisport and Duisburg for the creation
of new workplaces.”

logport VI
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